Disabling (Plugging) Skimmer Equalizer Lines

- As industry is moving away from submerged suction outlets in new or remodeled pools, pool owners have also expressed a desire or need to eliminate skimmer equalizer line covers all together at existing pools. Some pool operators struggled last season to find properly adapted equalizer covers for pools already in operation. Some pools were permitted last season with equalizer lines plugged under skimmer baskets and the permits were conditioned temporarily allowing the single plug in the skimmer with undersized but current equalizer covers on the wall. It is our desire to completely eliminate those scenarios this season.
- Beginning immediately, pools may disable (plug) their skimmer equalizer lines.
- Disabling or plugging skimmer equalizer lines will eliminate the need for equalizer line covers and thus eliminate potential submerged suction hazards at many pools.
- Pools are not required to permanently disable or plug their skimmer equalizer lines. It is optional.
- Existing pools that would like to keep their equalizer lines covered with appropriate equalizer fittings may do so. The pool owner or operator will need to provide information regarding the manufacturer, model, maximum flow, life span and installation date on the Pool Drain Safety Compliance Data form that is submitted to the local health department each year.
- For pools that choose the option to permanently disable or plug their skimmer equalizer lines, it will eliminate the need to maintain and provide updated equalizer line covers.
- This applies to the equalizer line only, skimmers must remain operational and be equipped with weirs, baskets and appropriate lids on the deck level.
- For pools that disable or plug their skimmer equalizer lines, the owner or operator will need to indicate this on a new Pool Drain Safety Compliance Data form prior to permitting and attach information describing how the equalizer lines were disabled and the date on which it was completed.

Option #1 – Plugged at wall
- Plug with a solid plug that will not allow water to pass through or around it.
- Plug at the wall cannot protrude more than 2 inches from the finished pool wall surface.
- Plug should not be able to be removed by hand. A tool should be needed to remove the plug at the wall. Underwater adhesive or pipe glue can be used per label directions.
- Plug equalizer line under skimmer basket. (Plug the equalizer line, not the line to the pump.)
- There should be no stagnant water between the plugs. The water level of the pool will need to be lowered below the equalizer line opening below the skimmer to do this.
Option #2 – Plastered over at wall

- Plaster at wall should be flush as possible and cannot protrude more than 2 inches.
- Plug equalizer line under skimmer basket. (Plug the equalizer line, not the line to the pump.)
- There should be no stagnant water between the plaster and the plug. The water level of the pool will need to be lowered below the equalizer line opening below the skimmer to do this.

**Note:** If skimmer equalizer lines are disabled (plugged), then the owner/operator must be sure to maintain the pool’s water level up to the mouth of the skimmers at all times to ensure that the pump maintains flooded suction. If the water level falls below the skimmer mouth, this can cause the pump to draw in air and the pump may fail. Autofill systems to maintain the pool water level are not required, but are recommended.

**Questions and Answers**

Q1. What are methods that can be used to disable (plug) skimmer equalizer lines?
   A1. First, the equalizer cover will need to be removed. For pipes that are threaded, a threaded plug can be used. It should be tight enough that it cannot be removed by hand. For unthreaded pipes, plugs will probably need to be glued in.

Q2. Can the equalizer line opening be plastered over?
   A2. Yes. The equalizer line opening can be plastered over so that it is flush or even as possible with the existing pool wall. The entire equalizer line back to the skimmer can be filled with plaster and plugged under the basket in the skimmer.

Q3. Can the equalizer skimmer line just be plugged under the skimmer basket while allowing the VGB compliant equalizer cover to remain in place until it expires?
   A3. Yes, but only as a temporary measure due to equalizer covers not meeting the flow requirements. This should be stated as a condition on the permit. Once the equalizer covers expire, then the covers shall be removed and the opening plugged. Be aware that broken equalizer covers can cause mechanical entrapments so it is recommended that the equalizer lines be plugged on both ends as soon as possible if new higher flow covers will not be installed.

Q4. How does this need to be documented by the pool owner or operator?
   A4. For pools that disable or plug their skimmer equalizer lines, the owner or operator will need to indicate such on the Pool Drain Safety Compliance Data form and attach information describing how the equalizer lines were disabled and the date on which it was completed.
Q5. Does the skimmer line need to be plugged at the pool wall and under the skimmer basket?
   A5. Yes. The complete equalizer line needs to be disabled by plugging both ends or completely filling with plaster.

Q6. Do the disabled equalizer lines need to be drained and free of water?
   A6. Yes. The disabled equalizer lines need to be drained to prevent the retention of stagnant water and potential freezing that can cause pipe damage during the winter.

Q7. Are pools required to disable (plug) their skimmer equalizer lines?
   A7. No. This is optional. Existing pools that want to keep their VGB compliant equalizer line covers may do so. However, they will need to maintain them, replace damaged and expired covers, and provide all required information each year on the Pool Drain Safety Compliance Data form.

Q8. When can pools begin disabling (plugging) their skimmer equalizer lines?
   A8. Pools may begin disabling (plugging) their skimmer equalizer lines immediately.

Q9. Can a pool disable some equalizer lines and leave some open?
   A9. Yes. Some pools had already plugged equalizer lines that were in inaccessible places or areas where a VGB cover could not be installed. As long as the operable skimmer equalizer lines are fitted with unexpired VGB covers and the combined flow of the operable skimmer covers, minus one, exceeds the maximum pump flow, then they can keep equalizer covers on their operable equalizer lines.

Q10. What if an equalizer line is on the floor of the pool, can it be plugged?
    A10. Yes. It can be plugged as long as the installed plug does not protrude more than 2 inches vertically from the finished surface of the surrounding pool floor. It is recommended that low-profile plugs be used in pool floors so as not to create trip hazards.

Q11. Why do the equalizer lines need to be plugged on both ends?
    A11. In case the plug at the pool wall is somehow removed, the plug on the other end of the line in the skimmer basket will serve as an extra layer of protection to keep water from moving through the entire line and creating a submerged suction hazard at the wall opening.
Q12. How will this be inspected and verified by local health department?
   A12. For pools that disable their equalizer lines, the health department will need to be sure that this information is included on a new Pool Drain Safety Compliance Data form prior to issuing an operation permit. During the initial permitting inspection and all subsequent inspections, the Environmental Health Specialist will look to see that all equalizer lines are plugged or plastered over at the pool wall and also check inside each skimmer basket to see that all equalizer lines are plugged there too.

Q13. What permit action should be taken if equalizer line plugs are missing or broken?
   A13. If any equalizer line plugs are missing or broken (either at the pool wall or inside the skimmer baskets) during the initial permitting inspection, then the permit shall be denied until the violation is corrected. If any equalizer line plugs are missing or broken (either at the pool wall or inside the skimmer baskets) during an inspection of a pool that has an operation permit, then the permit shall be immediately suspended until the violation is corrected.

Q14. Why are autofill systems only recommended and not required for pools that plug their skimmer equalizer lines?
   A14. Rule .2518(l) states: “Where flooded suction on the pump is not possible to prevent cavitation and loss of prime, skimmers shall have a device or other protection to prevent air entrainment in the suction line. The inlet to the equalizer line shall be provided with a grate.” After consulting with representatives from the North Carolina Attorney General’s Office, they agreed that a device, such as an autofill, is not required to prevent air entrainment in the suction line. “Or other protection” can include a method or operational practice such as regularly monitoring and keeping the water level up to the mouth of the skimmers at all times the pool pump is operating.

Q15. Why can pools disable their equalizer lines now?
   A15. In 2010, the North Carolina Rules Governing Public Swimming Pools were amended to incorporate ANSI/APSP-7 by reference including subsequent amendments and editions. The latest edition of ANSI/APSP-7 does not allow the installation of skimmer equalizer lines in newly constructed pools. Pools constructed prior to 1993, before adoption of the state pool rules, were not required to have or install skimmer equalizer lines. Properly disabled equalizer lines will eliminate potential submerged suction hazards and save pool owners and operators valuable time and resources. It will also allow pool owners and operators to spend more time on main drain compliance and safety.